completely characterize the scalar-reflexive modules of a PID. We show that every non-torsion module over a domain is scalar-reflexive.
In [S] we showed that a scalar-reflexive ring R is strongly scalarreflexive if and only if R is strictly closed in End,(&) for every R-module &?. (A subset U of End,(A) is strictly open if, for each Tin U, there is a finite subset E of -4' such that {SE End,(JH): Sl E= TI .} c U.) We first isolate the latter property and relate it to known properties of rings.
If Y(R) denotes the set of ideals of R and 9(R) = n{ R/L IE 9(R)}, then we topologize Y(R) with the product topology by giving each R/I the colinite topology (i.e., the nonempty open subsets of R/I have finite complements). We embed R into Y(R) in the natural way and call the inherited topology on R the cofinite-ideal topology.
Suppose 59 is a downwardly directed (by 3 ) subfamily of Y(R). A net {xn} in R is Sconuergent to x if, for each I in 9, the net {xn) is eventually in x + I. The net {x,~} is %Cauch~~ if the net {xn -x,} is g-convergent to 0. The ring R is ~-complete if every 5Cauchy net is g-convergent. It is not difficult to show that R is L&complete if and only if a family {-x=x1 mod I: IE $9) has a solution whenever it is finitely solvable (i.e., every finite subfamily has a solution). The ring R is maximal [l] (or [inearly compact in the discrete topologJ7 [ 111) if every finitely solvable family {x = X, mod 1, : CI E A } of congruences has a solution. It is clear that R is maximal if and only if R is $&complete for every downwardly directed family 9 of ideals. (2) R is compact in the cofinite-ideal topolog~~.
(3) R is maximal.
ProoJ: (2) o (3). Since the complements of cosets of ideals form a subbase for the colinite-ideal topology, it follows from the Alexander subbase theorem [8] and DeMorgan's laws that R is compact in the cofinite-ideal topology if and only if every collection {x, + 1, : u E A } of cosets of ideals has nonempty intersection whenever each finite subcollection has nonempty intersection. The latter condition is clearly equivalent to the maximality of R.
( 1) * (3). Suppose (1) holds and (X = x, mod 1, : c( E A } is a finitely solvable family of congruences. If J% = I@ R/I, and T is the endomorphism that multiplies the &h coordinate by X, + I,, then T is in the strict closure of the scalars (by finite solvability), and thus, by (l), the family {x = x, mod 1, : CI E A } has a solution.
(3) 3 (1) . Note that R is strictly closed in End,(-&) if and only if any endomorphism whose restriction to each finitely generated submodule is scalar is itself scalar. Then with R maximal and &' an R-module, let A be the set of all finitely generated submodules of ,fl. If TE End,(J#) is multiplication by a scalar rX on each X in A, then the set (r = rX mod Ann(X): XE A} is finitely solvable, whence T is globally multiplication by the solution Y. 1 COROLLARY 2. Every strongly scalar-reflexive ring is maximal, and eveqy maximal scalar-rejlexive ring is strongly scalar-reflexive.
It was shown by D. Zelinsky [11] We now restrict our attention to local rings. A local ring whose ideals are linearly ordered by inclusion is called a valuation ring. Note that we do not require a valuation ring to be a domain. Proof: Suppose R is local and R is not a valuation ring. Then there are elements x, y E R such that neither xR nor yR is contained in the other. Since it suffices to prove R/x9(R) is not scalar-reflexive, we can assume that x$(R) = 0.
Let d8Y = (R 0 R)/X, where X = ((y, 0), ( -x, y)>, and define T on ,K by T(u, and thus dx=O. The first two equations now yield x = (b -~)YE yR, a contradiction to xR $ yR. Hence T is not a scalar, and therefore R is not scalar-reflexive. i A ring R is an FGC ring if every finitely generated R-module is a direct sum of cyclic modules. (See [ 1 ] for a full account of FGC rings.) We proved in [S] that every FGC ring is scalar reflexive. A ring R is a/most maximal if RJI is maximal for every nonzero ideal 1. It was shown by I. Kaplansky [7] that an almost maximal valuation ring is an FGC ring.
Actually, Kaplansky only stated his result for domains, but his proof did not rely on the ring's being a domain. (Note that for valuation rings that are not domains, "maximal' and "almost maximal" mean the same thing.) It follows from Corollary 2 and Kaplansky's result that a maximal valuation ring is strongly scalar-reflexive. In view of these facts, the following theorem is impled by Corollaries 2 and 3 and Lemma 4. THEOREM 5. A ring is strongly scalar-reflexive if and only if it is a finite direct sum of maximal valuation rings.
Remarks. 1. The preceding theorem shows that the class of FGC rings falls between the classes of scalar-reflexive and strongly scalar-reflexive rings.
2. Maximal valuation PID's are exactly the complete discrete valuation rings. This familiar example shows very clearly how maximality is required for strong scalar-reflexivity. Namely, for a prime integer p, the Priifer group (Q/Z), 2 u n p r Z/p'7 is a module for both the localiation E, and the completion 2, and has the same submodules. Thus 2, is the set of all locally scalar Z,-endomorphisms.
It was shown by D. Gill [3] and J. P. Lafon [9] that a local FGC ring is an almost maximal valuation ring. For local rings, being FGC is the same as being scalar-reflexive. THEOREM 6. Suppose R is a local ring. The following are equivalent.
(1) R is scalar-rejlexive. (2) R is FGC.
(3) R is an almost maximal valuation ring.
ProoJ The implication (3) * (2) is due to Kaplansky [7] (see [ 11) . The implication (2) * (I) is in [S] .
To show (1) +-(3), suppose R is scalar-reflexive. It follows from Lemma 4 that R is a valuation ring. Assume, via contradiction, that R is not almost maximal. Then there is a finitely solvable family {x= X, mod Z,: 0: E A} that is not solvable such that Z= n, Z, # 0. There is no harm in assuming that Z, # R for every CI in A. Since R is local, Z, c $(R) for each 01 in A. Suppose a, 1-3 E A. By finite solvability, we know that there is an x in R such that x -x, E Z, and x -;yg E ZB. Since R is a valuation ring, xg -x, = (x -x,) -(x -xa) E Z, u I, c f(R).
Since R is local, it follows that either all of the x,'s are units or all of the x,'s are nonunits. There is no harm in assuming that each x, is a unit (otherwise, replace x, by 1 + x,). It is also clear that Z, #I for each a in A (otherwise, x=x, with Z, = Z would be a global solution to the family of congruences). Thus the family {x= U, mod af(R): a E$(R)\I) is finitely solvable. It is easily shown that a solution to this family would be a solution to the family {x = x, mod 1, : c1 E A }. Thus (X = tia mod a/(R):
is not solvable. Let &Z = (R@ R)/X, where X is the R-submodule generated by and g, h E y(R). In particular, it is easily shown that (c, 0), (0, c) $ X. For example, if (c, 0) has the form of an arbitrary element of X, then c( 1 -g) = sbsb and --sw&u~ + ch = 0, which implies that c( 1 -g) ub -ch = 0. Since g, h E y(R) and ug is a unit, it follows that c = 0, a contradiction. Thus T is not a scalar.
To show that T is locally scalar, suppose (u, v) E ~2'. If u is not a unit, then u E f(R), which implies T(u, o) = O(u, 21). Similarly, if v is not a unit, then T(u, u) = c(u, u). Hence we can assume that u is a unit and u = 1. Choose a E y(R) so that -u # U, mod af(R) (we are using the nonsolvability of the family {X = U, mod a%(R): a E B;(R)\I) ). Since (pi,, 0) = (0, 1~~24,) in ~2, we conclude that tv,( 1, V) = (TV,, 0) + (0, E~,L') = (0, w-,(u, + u)) = (~;~tv,(u, + u), 0). Since U, + v +! a/(R), there is an r in R such that r(u,+ a) =a. Thus T(u, u)= T(1, c)= u,M,,r(I, v). Hence T is locally scalar.
Since T is locally scalar but not scalar, we contradict (1). Thus R must be almost maximal. i Remark. Note that it follows from the proofs of the preceding theorem and Lemma 4 that a local ring is scalar-reflexive if and only if every doubly generated module is scalar-reflexive.
The following is an adaptation of Theorem 7 in [4] . PROPOSITION 7. If R is a domain, then every non-torsion R-module is scalar-reflexive.
Proof
Suppose ,K is a non-torsion R-module. Then there is an x in A' such that, for each r in R, rx = 0 implies r = 0. Suppose T is a locally scalar R-endomorphism. Then TX = rx for some r in R. Suppose y E A! and Ty = uy for some a in R. There are two cases to consider. It follows from the preceding cases that T= r. Hence A is scalarreflexive. 1
Remarks. It might seem from Theorem 6 that if R is local and A? is a finitely generated R-module, then A' is scalar-reflexive if and only if ,M is a direct sum of cyclic modules. However, this is not true even when R is a valuation ring. In [2, p. 180, Theorem 2.41 it is shown that a finitely generated R-module (R a valuation ring) is a direct sum of cyclic modules if and only if the Goldie dimension of A! equals the minimal number of generators of A!. Hence if A? is not a direct sum of cyclic modules, then neither is R @ A. However, R@ A is non-torsion and is always scalarreflexive if R is a domain.
We now use Proposition 7 to characterize the scalar-reflexive modules of a PID. It was shown in [4] that if F is a field then an F[x]-module is not scalar-reflexive if and only if it is faithful and torsion. The same proof shows that the result remains true with F[x] replaced by the ring Z of integers. The following theorem is counter to the adage that modules over PID's behave like Z-modules. However, the corollary shows that the PID's that are maximal valuation rings (i.e., the complete discrete valuation rings) are the only exceptions.
If I is an ideal in R, then R is I-complete if R is complete with respect to the family f1, I', Z3, . ..>. It is easy to show that R is I-complete if and only if, for every sequence {xn) in R with each x, E I", there is an x in R such that .Y = Ck < n xk mod In for n 2 1. Clearly x is unique mod( [J,, I"). If n, I" = 0 and R is Z-complete, then Ic j'(R); i.e., if x E 1, then (1 -x)-I = c ,laO Y* exists in R. It therefore follows that if I is a maximal ideaI in R such that R is I-complete and & I" = 0, then R is a local ring. If in addition I is principal, then the nontrivial ideals in R are powers of I; thus R is a discrete maximal valuation ring.
If P is a prime (equivalently, maximal) ideal in a PID R and ,K is an R-module, then &'p = {x E JL?: P"x = 0 for some n 2 I>. The module ~2' is torsion if and only if ~fi is the direct sum of the -HP's, where P ranges over all of the prime ideals of R. ProoK Suppose (l)-(3) hold. Since J& is torsion, ,&' is the direct sum of the ,&p's and each projection Qp of .X onto &'p is a locally scalar endomorphism. If (3a) holds, then no nonzero Qp is a scalar. On the other hand if (3b) holds, then there is a prime ideal P such that &'p is faithful and R is not P-complete. Hence there is a sequence (xn> such that x, E P" for n 3 I, and such that the family of congruences {X = CkXn xk mod P'? FZ 2 1 > has no solution. In this case 1 k2 1 xkQp converges in the strict topology on End,(k') to a locally scalar endomorphism that is not a scalar. Thus if (l)-(3) hold, then 4' is not scalar-reflexive.
Conversely, suppose ,& is not scalar-reflexive. It follows from Proposition 7 that .& is torsion. If &2' is not faithful, then Ann(M) is a nontrivial ideal and ,& is a non-scalar-reflexive R/Ann(M)-module. However, it was shown in [S] that R/I is strongly scalar-reflexive when R is a PID and I is a nontrivial ideal. Thus ~.4' is faithful. Since 4 is torsion and faithful, it follows that if (3a) fails, then &p must be faithful for some prime ideal P. Since P is a maximal ideal and n, I" = 0, it follows that R is not P-complete; otherwise, R would be a maximal valuation ring and, by Theorem 5, would be strongly scalar-reflexive. 1 COROLLARY 9. Suppose R is a PID and not a discrete maximal valuatioaz ring. An R-module is not scalar-reflexive if and only if it is faithfu! and torsion.
The following theorem shows that not every strictly scalar-reflexive domain is an FGC ring. A domain R is h-local if every nonzero element of R is contained in at most finitely many maximal ideals of R and if every nonzero prime ideal is contained in only one maximal ideal. THEOREM 10 . If R is an h-local domain and if R, is an almost maximal valuation ring for every maximal ideal A', then R is scalar-rejlexive.
ProoJ: It follows from [lo] (see Theorem 5.1 in [ 11) that every finitely generated torsion R-module is scalar-reflexive, since a finite direct sum of cyclic modules is scalar-reflexive [S] . On the other hand, Proposition 7 implies that every non-torsion R-module is scalar-reflexive. Hence R is scalar-reflexive. u COROLLARY 11. Every Dedekind domain is scalar-rejlexive.
Questions and comments. (1) . Since the FGC property falls between scalar-reflexivity and strong scalar-reflexivity, it is natural to ask if there is some "nice" property which, when combined with scalar-reflexivity, is equivalent to FGC.
(2) What are the scalar-reflexive domains? Since they are not all FGC rings, is there some reasonable characterization of them? Is every scalar-reflexive domain h-local? (3) The ultimate goal of the theory is, given a ring and a module, to tell if the module is scalar-reflexive. Although this seems an impossible task [S], for certain types of rings or modules, sme results should be possible. In [2] those finitely generated modules over a valuation ring that are direct sums of cyclic modules are characterized. Is there a similar characterization for finitely generated scalar-reflexive modules?
